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ABSTRACT

applications include super-rcsolution from multiple
views [4-71 or examination of same-paticnt MRI data in a
clinical setting [E].

In this papcr, we propose a ncw approach to sub-pixel
registration, and the estimation of local shifts between a
pair of images, dircctly in the Fourier domain. For this
purpose, we establish the exact relationship between thc
continuous and the discrete Fourier phase of two shifted
images or their subregions. In particular, we show that the
discrete phase difference of two shifted images is a 2dimensional sawtooth signal, with the exact shitls
determined to sub-pixel accuracy by the numhcr of periods
of the phase difference along each frequency axis. The
suh-pixel portions of the shifts are determined by the noninteger fraction of a period of the phase difference.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Let f,(x,y) and f 2 ( x , Y ) = A ( x - x , , , y - Y 0 ) be
two bandlimited functions with their relative shifts given
by (x,, y,) . Their cross power spectrum is then given
hv

1. INTRODUCTION

Registration is a crucial step in the analysis and fusion
of information between multiple images. Examples can be
found in remote sensing, robotics, and hio-medical
imaging, and many other important areas [I-31. In some
applications, such as coding and compression registration
needs to be established locally, while other applications
such as stereovision require registering locally hut along
some specific directions defined by the epipolar lines.
Registration techniques typically assume that motion can
he modeled using a given family of transformations such
as rigid, affine, or Euclidean. Registration is performed by
searching for a particular transformation within the family
that optimizes some similarity or redundancy criterion,
e.g. correlation coefficients or mutual entropy.
Herein, we are interested in investigating the
information contained in the phase domain. We are
particularly motivated by applications that require
registration at sub-pixel accuracy. Examples of such
'

As is well known due to the whitening (i.e. the
denominator) the magnitude is normalized to unity for all
frequencies, and due to the Fourier shift propcrty the
spatial translations lead to linear phase shifts between the
two phase functions along each frequcncy axis, i.e.

+

LE(u,v) = x,u y,y
which is a planar surface through the origin.

(2.2)

Using discrete Fourier transform (2,l) is shown to be
equally applicable in the discrete case, and yield
remarkably good results for images. The shift parameters
can then he determined by inverse transforming the
discrete ? ( u , v ) , which would clearly lead to a unit
impulse centered at
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where the hat sign as usual indicates the Fourier transform
and the asterisk stands for the complex conjugate.

(x,,y o ) . This of course is true only

for integer displacements. For non-integer (i.e. shifts with
sub-pixel components) additional care needs to be taken,
which is discussed in [9].
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When applying this approach locally, within a small
window size, the estimation of local motion (disparities)
becomes inaccurate and dominated by noisc. The main
cause for this is due to the fact that the Fourier transform
is an operator that can not localize signals both in spacc
and frequency. As a result the noise process and the
aliasing errors, which often are localized at the high
frcqucncy components of the Fourier spectrum, become
dispersed in the spatial domain.

where the scaling by the inverse of xo and yo in the sinc
and cos functions reflect the fact that the absolute value of
the discrete phase can not exceed I.

This latter equation

(2.6)

=xo

+'[

yo
Let us denote the discrcte phase matrix of the cross
power spectrum by

1

(2.3)

be Written as

qfm,n) = xo

A possible approach to overcome this problcni is
therefore to avoid inverse transforming the cross power
spectrum, and try to estimate the disparities directly in the
Fouricr domain. Thc oftcn overlooked difficulty with this
approach is that due to discretization thc componcnts of
the phase matrix do not form a planar surface unless the 2dimensional phase matrix is first unwrapped. It is worth
noting that 2-dimensional phase unwrapping is a
notoriously ill-posed problem. We will show that the
problem is not truly that difficult in this case.
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which shows that - and

(2.7)

"I

cos-/
Y"

dF consist of periodic

dn

sequences of superposition of a pulse corresponding to the
sinc function and a pair of impulses corresponding to the
cos function. It therefore follows that

where m=O ,..., M-1, andn=O,.:.,N-l
The phase of the underlying continuous signal has the
following representation in the spatial domain

&x,y) =

jr(x,u+
y,v)exp(iux+ivy)dudv
--

.

otherwise repeated periodically

'

(2.8)

Although inverse transforming the phase function in
this way may not be customary, it streamlines the
understanding of the relationship between the discrete
phase matrix P and the phase of the underlying continuous
signal, as shown below. From handlimited sampling theory
and (2.4) it follows that the spatial domain representation
of a phase component in P is given by

(2.5)

Comparing this with equation (2.2) we notice that the
discrete phase matrix is not really a plane through the
origin, hut rather a 2D sawtooth function whose slopes
along the two frequency axes are given by xo and y o .
This implies that the subspace approximation of the
phase matrix using singular value decomposition as
suggested recently in [I21 (see also [IO]) can he avoided.
This follows immediately from the fact that the discrete
phase in matrix P contains the samples of a sawtooth
signal, and hence is not really of rank 2, but rather
becomes of rank 2 after unwrapping. Equivalently, exp(iP)
becomes of rank 1 only after unwrapping. Since the
unwrapping of P should yield a rank 2 matrix, it
immediately follows that the unwrapping process in the
case of 2-dimensional shifts is a separable process, i.e. it
can be performed independently along each frequency axis
directly on the phase matrix. Note that unlike 2D
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unwrapping, ID unwrapping is a well-posed problem, and
hence easy to solve.
Once the matrix P is unwrapped, we obtain a new
phasc matrix U. In theory, any row of this matrix provides
a solution for x,,,and equivalently any colu,nin of U
provides a solution for

rn, and a column

y o .For instance, for a givcn row

E , of the unwrappcd phase matrix U,

we havc

dr,,,

x
0-

2n dx

9

N dc,
y,=-2n dy

(2.9)

These are by definition the instantaneous frequencies
of the correlation matrix, if we use a short-lcngth Fouricr
transform. What these analyses show is that for
translational motion - since the unwrapped phase matrix is
only rank-2 - the instantaneous frequencies defined by
short-length Fourier transform and the formal definition in
terms of the derivative of phase coincide.

from a real high resolution imagc, we lowpass filtered and
downsampled shifted versions of the image. Using
appropriate downsampling rates, shifts with sub-pixel
contents were produccd. Figure I shows somc of the
images to which the technique was applied. Results are
shown in table 1 and are compared to thosc reported in
[9]. On average the accuracy was cqual or highcr than [9],
but of course with less requircd computational time sincc
inverse transforming is avoidcd.
Wc also applied the technique in a framework using shortlength Fourier transfomi. This would allow us to build a
space-frequcncy representation of the data directly in the
Fourier domain, using the instantancous frequencies
characterized by a windowed Fourier transform. We
particularly applied the results to some rectified stereo
pairs. This implies that the motion is restricted locally to
be along the epipolar lines that are typically warped and
mapped to the imagc scan lines. Results arc shown in
Figures 2 and 3 for the Pentagon image and the baseball
image. Textured map models built from these spacefrequency representations are also shown for comparison.

However, due to noise and other sources of error (see
for instance [9-I I ] for a thorough description of sources of
error), the derivatives in equations (2.9) may lead to
inaccurate results. Fortunately, one can readily overcome
this problem by using the fact that N such rows
(respectively M such columns) are available for
regression. A robust solution can thus be obtained by
using the least median square criterion

Figure 1: Some of the images used for simulation

Note that this is a simple fitting problem and not a
complex non-linear optimization issue. Therefore the
complexity of the algorithm is essentially determined by
,)'
for N
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) (i.e. N olg@
points).
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Foroosh
et al. (2001)

Proposed
Method
(0.49,O.Sl)
(0.26,0.51)
(-0.26,-0.49)
(0.0,0.77)

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

(0.161,-0.49)
(0.67.0.27)

We applied the technique to both global sub-pixel
registration problem and local motion (disparity)
estimation. In both cases excellent results were obtained.

(-0.31,-016)

(0.33,0.34)

TABLE 1: Results for simulated global registration
For global registration, we used the approach described in
[9], to generate images with sub-pixel shifts, i.e. starting
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Figure 2: (a) & (b) Sterco pair, (c) space-frequcncy rcprcsentation, (d) snapshot of a tcxturcd 3D Model

Figure 3: (a) and (b): Baseball stereo pair, (c)the recovered space-frequency representation,(d) texture mapped 3D model.
4. CONCLUSION

The analyses and the experimentations presented in this
paper show that accurate results can be ohtaincd for suhpixel registration directly in the Fourier domain, even
when applied to small image regions. We have shown that
in the discrete case the phase matrix of the cross-power
spectrum of two image signals has a 2-dimensional
sawtooth form. This implies that the sub-pixel portions of
the shifts are determined by the non-integer fraction of a
period of the phase difference. Furthermore, the
instantaneous frequencies can he readily determined by
differentiating the phase matrix using a robust estimator,
such as the least median square. This provides information
about the 3D structure of the scene.
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